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Abstract 

diverse in situ observing networks are readily accessible and useable to the wider 
community, international ocean science community and other stakeholders in this 
eld  o achieve that, the strategy is to move towards an integrated data system 

within tlant  that harmoni es work ows, data rocessing and distribution across 
the in situ observing network systems, and integrates in situ observations in e isting 
European and international data infrastructures or Portals, termed Integrators (e.g. 

opernicus I  , ea ata et s, E net, I E , Eur I , E .

he actors of the integrated system, networks and integrators, are overall mature 
systems with long term e perience and established procedures for data collection 
and management. Consequently, trying to implement a sovereign and rigid set of 
rules for all the actors to comply with, would have been highly challenging and not 
in the best interest of tlant . herefore network and integrator representatives 
collaborated to achieve three main ob ectives  describe the situation at the beginning 
of the pro ect, agree on a minimum set of recommendations on data harmoni ation 
and data integration, and set up a roadmap towards the integrated system.

Keywords: ata anagement, tandards, Integration, Euro , C , 
Copernicus, ea ata et, E net 
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1. Introduction
he  tlant  pro ect started in une  and aims to optimi e and enhance 

the Integrated tlantic cean bserving ystems. ne long term goal of tlant  is 
to ensure that data from different and diverse in situ observing networks are readily 
accessible and useable to the wider community, including international ocean science 
community and other stakeholders in this eld. o achieve that, the strategy is to move 
towards an integrated data system within tlant  that harmoni es work ows, data 
processing and distribution across the in situ observing network systems, and integrates 
in situ observations in e isting European and international data infrastructures and 
Portals, termed Integrators. he targeted integrated system shall deal with data 
management challenges for ef cient and reliable data service to users  (  quality 
control commons for heterogeneous and nearly real time data, (  standardi ation of 
mandatory metadata for ef cient data e change and (  interoperability of network 
and integrator data management systems.

1.1 The actors of the integrated system 

he networks involved in ata integration for tlant  are hip based observation 
etworks ( IP, P, CP , sh and plankton surveys, sea oor mapping , 
utonomous observing etworks ( rgo,  liders, rifters, cean I E , E  and 

Coastal observing systems ( errybo , , coastal pro lers, ed moorings .
 
ome etworks are organi ed with Cs and Cs components.  C is a ata 
ssembly Centre typically operating at either the national or regional scale.  C 

manages data and metadata for its area with a direct link to scientists and operators, 
and pushes observations to the network C ( lobal ata ssembly Centre . he 

C is designed for a global observation network (e.g. rgo, cean I E , E  for 
liders, etc  and aggregates data and metadata provided by etwork Cs, in  

( eal ime  and  ( elayed ode . herefore it s a portal to access, at any time, the 
best version  of the etwork data.

he European infrastructures or global assembly centres involved as integrators in 
tlant  are

 or marine environmental data  ea ata et for validated and archived 
data  and the In situ hematic ssembling Centre (I  C  component of 
Copernicus arine Environment onitoring ervice (C E  for  data 
and for the past  years of historical data assembled for reanalysis needs  

 or marine biodiversity data  the ICE  system and Eur I . 
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he Portals involved as integrators in tlant  are  

 t European level  E net lots (physics, chemistry, bathymetry, biology  
fed by Copernicus arine I  C, ea ata et and Eur I

 t international level  E . 

1.2 The roadmap towards the integrated system 

o summari e the situation at the beginning of tlant  pro ect in , the data 
acquired by the different in situ observing networks were processed and distributed 
using different methodologies and means. Depending on the network, the data were 
either processed following recommendations elaborated by the network and made 
accessible through a unique portal ( P or eb , or were processed by individual 
scienti c researchers and made available through ational Data Centres or at the 
Institution level. Some datasets were available through Integrators by ad-hoc links 
that were developed in past years within pro ects such as Copernicus, E D et, 
SeaDataNet, etc. 

y e ploring the data landscape, the partners in P  identi ed the needs for 
improvements to facilitate the access to the broad array of tlantic observations and 
avoid mi ing apples and oranges , which will be to the bene t of all the actors and 
the users. herefore, relying on e isting European and international standards and 
protocols, the partners rst agreed on common standards for metadata and data 
description ( oop- akobsen et al., , and recommendations for N  C of 
selected Essential ariables ( everdin et al., . hen a data e change backbone 
was designed to facilitate discovery, viewing and downloading by the users, along with 
tools that can be set up to at network level to plug the data on the backbone, and to 
facilitate integration into the Integrators. nd nally it was identi ed that services to 
the users shall be enhanced to ease access to e isting observations. ll the guidelines 
for both networks and integrators are available in the Data Management Handbook 
(Harscoat e Pouliquen, .

ime has come for the actors of the integrated system to begin the Implementation 
phase that aims to feed operational models and facilitate enhanced products from 

tlant S data. he networks are going to implement the recommendations for 
standardi ation across networks, plan N  C procedures enhancement if needed 
and facilitate access to network data. he integrators are going to enhance their 
tools for data integration (network data ingestion, viewing and downloading services 
on network data, cross network assessments and feedback to networks, traceability 
and monitoring facilities for providers and users) and to enhance the services to 
users (facilitate discovery through catalogues, provide C services, provide 
enhanced download facilities, facilitate visibility of e isting data and provide gap 
identi cation). . Design of the integrated system
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2.1 Harmonization across networks 

he actors, networks and integrators, of the future system have agreed on a set of 
minimum requirements and provided guidelines for best practice on essential data 
management aspects that will ensure cross platform coherence and facilitate better 
data discovery and integration. ollowing, the charted minimum requirements and 
guidelines for tlant S are listed.

Distribution means

s the minimum requirement for delivery service, an P service at the level of Network 
data management shall be provided. dditional services such as eb services can 
also be provided but are not mandatory.

Across network mandatory metadata 

s a minimum, two metadata are required as mandatory in the data les and the 
associated platform catalogues from tlant S. hey guarantee a continuum between 
data-platform-institution in an unambiguous way across the Networks and help in the 
traceability of the datasets. he rst one is a unique ID identifying are platform and
or station identi ers and the code data provider codes. he two catalogues agreed 
for unique IDs management are  ( ) C  controlled vocabulary of SeaDataNet listing 
the codes for all platforms e cept stations, and ( ) ICES station directory for stations. 

he second catalogue is more suitable as a station can be relocated and then spatial 
metadata are needed.

Fig. 1. The EU integrated data system, in green 
and red the interfaces addressed in AtlantOS.
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he ob ective of the second mandatory metadata is to give visibility to the Institutions 
that provide data by including in a data le the code of the Institution registered in 
EDM  (European Directory of Marine rgani ations developed under SeaDataNet). 
Compared to free te t, a code harmoni es the information and optimi es the discovery 
of datasets and allows feedback to Institutions on traceability of use.

AtlantOS set of Essential Variables

he networks in tlant S offer a wide variety of marine data related to many 
different scienti c disciplines from standard parameters such as common physical 
ocean measurements to speciali ed variables such as isotopes of , N , and ish 
and Plankton surveys. n tlant S Essential ariables list of terms (aggregated level), 
related to EC  E  or other, has been de ned and integrated in the NE C DC 

ocabulary Server as  vocabulary (available online at https www.bodc.ac.uk data
codes and formats vocabulary search ), together the mapping with e isting 
E  (SeaDataNet vocabularies) or international (C  or o MS for a a) vocabulary 
standards. Each Network has to de ne the mapping between the metadata for the 
parameters in their data and the standards recommended. By doing this, a Network 
allows mapping on the y without having to change its datasets.

NRT QC for selected EOVs

 core of seven tlant S essential variables (temperature ( ), Salinity ( ), Current 
for surface and subsurface, Sea level, ygen ( ), Chlorophyll- , Nitrate (N 3) and 
Carbon (pC ) for surface and subsurface) are selected for implementation of common 

uality Control procedures because they are acquired and controlled in N  ( h to 
several days) by more than one Network among the Networks involved in tlant S 
integration activity. he recommendations have been compiled by e perts on those 
E s and validated by the networks acquiring those E s and performing N  C. lso 
the harmoni ation recommendations include C information to be attached to the 
data  both uality ags that can be mapped to the SeaDataNet ag scale and when 
known processing level information ( quali ed in N  using automated procedures  
or processed in DM by Scientist ).

2.2 Data exchange backbone

Platform catalogue

 simple catalogue technique was formulated (recommendation is available online  
http d .doi.org . 3 3) to be used at network global data assembling 
( D C) or portal level to ( ) facilitate for users the discovery of platforms and data 
les, and ( ) set up monitoring services. It consists of populating, continuously 

(creation and update) on le arrival update, two types of inde es as simple SCII les 
besides the data les made available on P. his technique is already implemented 
at the Copernicus INS C (content at the end of    data les and 3  
platforms). Such inde  les are useful for setting up synchroni ation between the 

D C and the user space. hey can also be used to create PIs ( ey Performance 
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Indicators) for monitoring purposes on the networks availability, statistics on institutions 
or countries providing data, maps of the latest data available parameters provided 
delays, etc.

Detailed network and platform metadata

Concerning the metadata for platform type and sensors, it was agreed that it was 
an issue to be solved at Network level and that harmoni ation across networks was 
not seen as a priority. Nevertheless, a recommendation to implement SensorML for 
sensors whenever possible will be issued in partnership with other projects such as 
I 3, DIP , EN I , SeaDataCloud.

AtlantOS catalogue

he tlant S catalogue (under construction at https www.atlantos-h .eu
atlantos-catalogue) is the entry point to the integrated data system of tlant S. his 
catalogue is implemented with the eoNetwork component of the Se tant Spatial 
Data Infrastructure and will also feed to the E SS common infrastructure.
It provides a discovery service to users and it facilitates the access to e isting services 
(viewing, downloading and monitoring) customi ed to show the tlantic cean as 
de ned within tlant S. his catalogue rstly e poses the actors of to the integrated 
system and their services. It also aims to link to the monitoring services under 
C MM PS umbrella and nally to e pose the tlant S products. he content of 

the catalogue and the user services are going to be made available progressively as 
the integrated system is being set up, especially during the implementation phase of 
the project (from end of March ).

Implementation of data citation

o be able to operate observing systems on a long-term basis, operators are often 
asked to provide evidence that their platform data are essential not only for their study 
but also for multiple uses. Sharing data with other communities contributes to foster 
multiple uses of observations but makes it more dif cult to trace its effective use. 
In the past years, a lot of progress has been made on data citation with D I (Digital 

bject Identi er). D Is can be assigned by networks to documents and datasets for 
two main objectives   ( ) Citation (in a publication the D I is ef ciently tracked by 
bibliographic surveys) and ( ) raceability (the D I is a direct and permanent link to 
the document or data set used in a publication).

 guideline for the best practice for D I assignment to tlant S data was formulated 
and is available online  http d .doi.org . 3
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3. Data integration and services to users
o facilitate access to tlant S data it has been decided to work at two levels  

 t Networks level to provide integrated access to all available data. he 
importance of enhancing services at the Network level is that data managers 
are close to platform operators and can design the system to t the platform 
speci cities.

 t Integrators level that build thematic services for additional targeted users 
and will be able to enhance their services with the help of the Networks 
(integration, update process, archive, etc.).

3.1 Facilitate access to Network data 

he way to facilitate access to Network data for users is to set up a central point from 
where the data can be uploaded, or rely on e isting Integrators to distribute more 
widely their data. his central point can be either a D C for the Network, or a portal 
with les on P and or web services, allowing machine-to-machine downloading and 
sub-setting services.

3.2 Enhance integration in Integrators and services to users 

o facilitate access to tlant S data it has been decided to work at two levels  

 ll Integrators are planning to connect to new Network D Cs that are 
setting up to achieve
-  more complete data coverage in time and space
- Better quality of the integrated data as update processes will be easier;
- E tension to more biogeochemistry data essential for Ecosystem 

modelling;
- acilitate also links between Integrators (Copernicus INS C -  

SeaDataNet, Copernicus INS C -  EM Dnet);

 ll Integrators are updating their data system to implement the tlant S 
recommendations on metadata and vocabularies for parameters;

 Surveys were performed to identify the tlant S data that were not 
integrated yet, and activities are going on with Networks to improve the 
situation for Copernicus INS C, SeaDataNet and consequently EM Dnet;

 Implement traceability of tlant S observations and use methods, and 
develop monitoring tools and dashboards;

 tlant S is contributing to E SS through different channels including 
teaming up with DIP and in addition is promoting its use as the central hub 
to discover environmental data and information. However, as the E SS 
Common Infrastructure is going through a transitional phase, tlant S will 
e plore the best strategy for taking new initiatives like the E SS European 
Data Hub into account.
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4. Conclusion
he bene t for the tlantic community will be at different levels. or the Network 

operators, it allows targeting new users through wider data availability. hey also take 
advantages of new tools and methods to improve traceability of use and monitoring of 
the network data availability. urthermore they will be able to implement internationally 
agreed recommendations for data citation strategy and mapping between network 
parameters and tlant S Essential ariables.

perational users will have access to enhanced products with e tended time and 
space coverage for present parameters ( S Current Sea Level ave  Chl) both for 
forecast and reanalysis, but also access to enhanced products for Ecosystem model 
validation. he bene t will probably be more visible in European Seas, but collaboration 
started also for international partnership and integration of new platforms. In addition 
the research community will also bene t of enhanced quality of the historical products 
in partnership with the Networks and the Integrators. 
inally new monitoring tools will allow the tlant S coordination to have more visibility 

on what data is freely available for users and provide inputs for the elaboration of the 
tlant S Blueprint, which aims at providing an integrated vision and plan for tlantic 
cean observations.
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